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  Plastering Tools From Refina

Refina is a leading manufacturer of premium plastering tools and equipment for a wide range of applications in the UK. We are your one-stop shop for all your construction needs, and we serve many professional trades, such as plastering, rendering, flooring, drylining, and more.

We specialise in rust-free, durable and long-lasting stainless steel trowels - from Finatex premium laying-on trowels to Superflex and Plaziflex skimming trowels. So whether you're looking for an angle, notched or coving trowels to give your project the perfect finish, we've got you covered!



Tiling Tools

Our tiling tools and equipment are designed to give you a professional and high-quality finish, no matter the size of your project. Whether you're working on walls or floors, our tiling and flooring tools are versatile and durable to suit the needs of the job.

At Refina, our team of experts understands the importance of achieving quality finishes in a professional capacity, which is why our product range guarantees remarkable results and tools that stand the test of time. Explore the Refina range in full today and place your order online! Alternatively, find your nearest dealer or contact us for further information.
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